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0. ABSTRACT
In a typical conversation people can hear and see each other and interlocutors are
paying attention to auditory as well as visual cues. In order to understand the pragmatic
meaning of an expression, not only has the hearer to access linguistically relevant
information such as lexical cues but also non-verbal features such as prosody and
gesture patterns and relate them to the utterance in context. Various studies have shown
that the acquisition of audiovisual prosody starts very early in a person's lifetime and
continues to develop with children's increasing social capacity to understand these
meanings, together with their growing theory of mind (the ability to understand mental
states and emotions of other people). Little is known on the latter part: how children
decode pragmatic functions which are encoded through audiovisual prosody such as
speech act marking (e.g. assertion, question), modal aspects of sentences such as
speaker knowledge, and politeness. And how does each of these functions relate to
children’s developing theory of mind?
The main goal of this dissertation is to investigate the acquisition of the mapping
between prosody and gestural patterns and their pragmatic meanings. To address this
issue, three different experiments will be carried out which revolve around how children
become sensitive to the following different social-pragmatic meanings which can be
conveyed by act-accompanying features: request for information, epistemic positioning
(commitment of the speaker towards his or her own propositions), and politeness. The
following experimental studies will be carried out. The first study will investigate
whether 12-month-old infants are able to understand the 'interrogative' meaning of
question intonation when a speaker is requesting information through an eye-tracking
methodology. The second study will examine the role of prosody and gesture in
children's (3 to 5 years) acquisition of uncertainty by means of a comprehension task.
The third study will address the children's (3 to 5 years) development of politeness in
language and the role prosody and gesture play in this development. This dissertation
aims to offer an interdisciplinary perspective on children's audiovisual prosodic
development by focussing on pragmatic meanings encoded by prosody and gestures,
thus aiming to contribute to a further understanding of children's early communicative
development.

RESUM
En el decurs d’una conversa, els participants s’escolten i es miren l’un a l’altre i, per
tant, paren atenció a les senyals auditives i visuals que reben del seu interlocutor.
Sabem que per entendre completament el significat pragmàtic d’una expressió, l'oient
no només ha de comprendre la informació present al component lèxic, sinó també la que
aporten la prosòdia i la gestualitat, relacionant-la amb el lèxic i amb el context en què
s’ha produït aquesta expressió. Diversos estudis han demostrat que l'adquisició de la
prosòdia audiovisual s’inicia molt d'hora en la vida d'una persona i que, continua a
desenvolupar amb la seva capacitat social per entendre aquests significats, juntament
amb la seva teoria de la ment (capacitat per entendre els estats mentals i les emocions
dels altres). Tot i això, se sap poc encara sobre com els nens són capaços de
descodificar les funcions pragmàtiques que vénen codificades a través de la prosòdia
audiovisual, com ara el marcatge dels actes de parla (e.g. asserció, pregunta) o aspectes
modals de les oracions, com el coneixement del parlant, o la cortesia; i com cadascun
d'aquestes funcions és relaciona amb el desenvolupament de la teoria de la ment dels
nens.

L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi és investigar l’adquisició del lligam entre prosòdia i
patrons gestuals i el significat pragmàtica. Per abordar aquesta qüestió, es realitzaran
tres experiments amb la voluntat d’estudiar com els nens esdevenen sensibles a
significats sociopragmàtics com els següents, que poden ser transmesos a través de la
prosòdia i del gest: la petició d’informació, el posicionament epistèmic (o l’acceptació
del parlant de les seves pròpies proposicions), i la gestió de la cortesia. En el primer
estudi s’emprarà una metodologia de registre de moviments oculars (eye-tracking) per
investigar si els nens de 12 mesos d’edat són capaços d’entendre el significat
‘interrogatiu’ a partir de l’entonació d’una pregunta en què l’interlocutor demana
informació. En el segon estudi s’utilitzarà una tasca de comprensió per analitzar el
paper de la prosòdia i el gest en la comprensió de la incertesa per part de nens de 3 a 5
anys. En el tercer i darrer estudi s’abordarà el desenvolupament infantil de la cortesia
lingüística i el paper que tenen en aquest procés la prosòdia i la gestualitat. Aquesta tesi
té com a objectiu oferir una perspectiva interdisciplinària del desenvolupament de la
prosòdia audiovisual dels nens, centrant-se en els significats pragmàtics codificats per la

prosòdia i la gestualitat, amb l'objectiu de contribuir així a una millor comprensió dels
principis del desenvolupament comunicatiu dels nens.

RESUMEN
En el transcurso de una conversación, los participantes se escuchan y se miran el uno al
otro y, por tanto, prestan atención a las señales auditivas y visuales que reciben de su
interlocutor. Sabemos que para entender completamente el significado pragmática de
una expresión, el oyente no sólo debe comprender la información presente en el
componente léxico, sino también la que aportan la prosodia y la gestualidad,
relacionándola con el léxico y con el contexto en que se ha producido esta expresión.
Diversos estudios han demostrado que la adquisición de la prosodia audiovisual inicia
muy temprano en la vida de una persona y que, continúa a desarrollar con su capacidad
social para entender estos significados, junto con su teoría de la mente (capacidad para
entender los estados mentales y las emociones de los demás). Sin embargo, poco se sabe
aún sobre cómo los niños son capaces de decodificar las funciones pragmáticas que
vienen codificadas a través de la prosodia audiovisual, como el marcado de los actos de
habla (e.g aserción, pregunta) o aspectos modales de las oraciones, como el
conocimiento del hablante o la cortesía; y cómo cada uno de estas funciones se
relaciona con el desarrollo de la teoría de la mente de los niños.

El objetivo principal de este trabajo es investigar la adquisición de la correspondencia
entre la prosodia y los patrones gestuales i el significativo la pragmática. Para abordar
esta cuestión, se llevarán a cabo tres experimentos que pretenden arrojar luz sobre cómo
los niños adquieren progresivamente la capacidad de comprender intenciones sociopragmáticas que puedan ser transmitidas mediante la prosodia y la gestualidad: solicitud
de información, posicionamiento epistémico (compromiso del hablante hacia sus
propias proposiciones) y cortesía. Concretamente, en el primer estudio se investigará si
los niños de 12 meses son capaces de entender el significado 'interrogativo' a través de
la entonación en un contexto de petición, para lo cual se empleará una metodología
basada en el seguimiento ocular (eye-tracking). En el segundo estudio se analizará el

papel de la prosodia y del gesto en la adquisición de la incertidumbre por parte de niños
de 3 a 5 años mediante una tarea de comprensión. Y en el tercer estudio se abordará el
desarrollo de la cortesía verbal en los niños de 3 a 5 años y el papel que la prosodia y la
gestualidad desempeñan en ese desarrollo. Esta tesis tiene como objetivo ofrecer una
perspectiva interdisciplinaria del desarrollo de la prosodia audiovisual de los niños,
centrándose en los significados pragmáticos codificados por la prosodia y la
gestualidad, con el objetivo de contribuir así a una mejor comprensión de los principios
del desarrollo comunicativo de los niños.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Object of analysis
This thesis focuses on how prosody and gesture cues are processed in early childhood
and the role they play in the children's early social-pragmatic development. The study
aims to analyse three main topics: (1) whether and how 12- month-old infants infer the
pragmatic meaning of questions that express a request for information, (2) the role of
prosody and gesture in young children's understanding of different degrees of speaker
certainty, and (3) how young children make use of prosody and gesture in order to infer
politeness.

1.2. Prior work
1.2.1. Pragmatic development in the first language
In order to become efficient communicators, children need to learn to understand
communicative intentions. In a conversation, speakers often mean more than what they
literally say (propositional content), i.e. speakers imply meanings that are not directly
expressed in the literal content of their utterance. For example, the sentence The window
is open literally simply says that the window is open (locutionary act); however, the
speaker's intention behind the utterance requires interpretation, i.e. the hearer must infer
whether the intended meaning behind the utterance is that the speaker is cold, that he or
she is asking you to shut the window, etc. A communicative act can be more successful
if the speaker's intentions are appropriately interpreted by the listener. As Horn (2004:
6) contends, "speakers implicate and hearers infer".
Intentions and intentionality derive from Latin intendere, "to aim in a certain direction,
directing thoughts to something". This term thus refers to the capacity of minds to
represent objects, properties or states of affairs. The following, often quoted example
highlights what it means to understand a speaker’s intentions: Speaker A asks: Do you
want some coffee? Speaker B answers Coffee would keep me awake (Wilson, 2004). To
understand the communicative intention of this utterance, speakers have to rely not only
1

on contextual or mutually available information but also on a general principle that
participants in a conversation are usually trying to be communicative. Meaning
analysed in terms of intentions and inferences constituted the basis of Grice's theory of
cooperative conversational behaviour. Gricean pragmatics describes interlocutors as
rational agents whose behaviour is governed by the cooperative principle (the socalled rationality assumption): "Make your conversational contribution such as is
required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk
exchange in which you are engaged” (Grice, 1975: 26). Within this theory,
implicatures are defined as meanings which are intended by the speaker (these
meanings will from now on be referred to as social-pragmatic intentions).
Recent research has shown that infants do not immediately grasp such complex
pragmatic reasoning; however, the precursors of these pragmatic skills are placed very
early in development. The first period of pragmatic development, usually marked from
birth up to 9 months, is dyadic in nature (referring to a group of two, i.e. infant and
caretaker). Infants demonstrate a series of very early behaviours and preferences that are
very important for communication. First of all, as early as 42 minutes after birth they
can imitate tongue protrusions and mouth opening gestures (Meltzhoff & Moore, 1989)
and with six weeks they can imitate facial expressions 24 hours later after they were
presented to them (Meltzhoff & Moore, 1994). Second, they display a preference for
affect. Affect is important in order to "link subjects who are active in transmitting their
understanding to each other" (Trevarthen, 1979: 347). Third, infants display a
preference for contingency and very importantly they also display a preference for eye
contact. Infants are especially sensitive to faces and to eye-contact (Goren, Sarty & Wu,
1975; Johnson & Morton, 1991). Parental scaffolding plays a particularly important role
during that time. Even though early infant vocalisations have been characterised as
perlocutionary acts that do not carry any illocutionary force (Austin, 1962; Searle,
1969), parents often attribute intentions to these utterances (such as for example burps
and yawns) and incorporate them as turns in a conversational framework. Caregiver's
scaffolding seems to be guided by the infants' changing behaviour. When the infants
start to 'coo', the infant is interpreted as a more skilled communicative partner and then
receives more infant-directed speech. However, it is quite difficult to tease apart the
way of influence in the dyadic communication.
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It is agreed that at around nine months of age, infants start to make the external world a
topic of communication and thereby establish the attentional triad (see e.g. Gergely &
Csibra, 2003; Meltzoff, 2002; Tomasello, 1995; Tomasello et al., 2005 amongst others).
For Tomasello (2003, 2008) there are three major parts to this development at around 9
months: (1) establishment of a joint attentional frame, (2) understanding of
communicative intentions, and (3) engagement in role reversal imitation. Joint attention
is usually understood as the practice in which one individual draws attention of another
individual to a stimulus such as through pointing or through gaze. When people
communicate with each other in order to achieve a goal, they have to be aware of the
communicative content of the speech act. The existence of a joint attentional frame
(e.g., common ground) arises through the understanding that an observed object is part
of the joint attentional frame. Apart from knowing exactly what someone refers to when
pointing, recipients must also determine why the other is pointing. Infants initiate joint
attention frames by showing, giving and pointing to things for their caregivers.
For Tomasello (2003), intentions play a core role in joint attentional frames. They are
shaped by the child and adult's understanding of what humans do. Recent findings (e.g.
Liszkowski, 2005; Tomasello et al., 2005) show that infants already have a rich
understanding of intentions related to action goals (or speech acts) during prelinguistic communication. For example, when infants are pointing, they are in some
sense trying to influence the interlocutor's intentional / mental state and are not just
understanding the other as a causal agent. For instance, Liszkowski et al. (2004) showed
that when a recipient did not react to the pointing of an infant, the infant persisted in
his/her communicative goal and also increased his/her pointing by repeating the gesture
and using an increased number of vocalisations. Also the infants showed dissatisfaction
when the adult did not react as expected. The above-mentioned studies show that by 12
months of age young infants already have a basic understanding of what information
another person needs in order to fulfil a certain communicative goal.
Humans share a great majority of their cognitive skills with other great apes.
Understanding intentions is also something that is not only innate to humans. There is a
growing body of literature showing that our closest primate relatives also understand the
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basics of intentional actions. They understand that others have goals and behave
towards them determinedly. However, humans in addition have also evolved a unique
set of cognitive skills to communicate and to collaborate, learn socially and exchange
information in groups (also referred to as shared intentionality). Warneken, Chen, &
Tomasello (2006) investigated in a comparative study how 1-year-old infants and
juvenile chimpanzees each engaged in a collaborative task with joint goals and joint
commitments with a human adult. While the chimpanzees continued to try to solve the
task alone, when the adult stopped to participate, the human infants tried to reengage the
adult through employing different strategies. The infant displayed an understanding that
the adult and the infants had committed themselves to do the task together and did not
just accept when the adult avoided the task (see Tomasello et al., 2005, see also selected
references in section 7 for a further description). Thus, awareness of other people's
communicative goals and participation in shared intentionality is a characteristic that is
distinct to human communication.
Bates, Camaioni and Volterra (1975) identified two different types of communicative
pointing in young infants: proto-imperatives and proto-declaratives. While the first
are produced to make the adult fetch an object, the latter are produced to share the
experience of attending the object. Tomasello et al. (2007) then proposed that the protodeclaratives are further subdivided into expressives and informatives. Expressives are
used to share an attitude towards an object and informatives are used in order to provide
the adult with information that he/she is lacking. Interestingly, in a recent study, EsteveGibert et al. (submitted) have shown that 12-month old children are able to distinguish
between these three types of social intentions (imperative, declarative, and expressive)
based on non-verbal features such as prosody and gesture patterns.
All this early social and pragmatic development occurs in the infancy period and recent
evidence suggests that these social skills are key to the later development of language
(vocabulary and morphosyntactic development). Once children have begun to develop
the first words they have already achieved several fundamental pragmatic milestones
which seem to predict vocabulary (and grammatical) development. For example, Bates
et al. (1979), Bavin et al. (2008) Caselli et al. (2012) and Igualada et al. (submitted) all
provide evidence that declarative pointing is a clear precursor of lexical development.
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However, children then face further obstacles that are not mastered until later in
development. Language is highly conventionalised and children need to acquire these
conventions. For example, in order to refer to one and the same thing depending on the
situation we can either use a pointing gesture or also a pronoun in speech such as it or a
complex referring expression (such as the small red one) in which its correct choice is
governed by subtle semantic and pragmatic factors. There is substantial research on the
development of children's ability to derive scalar implicatures. There is a general
consensus (see e.g. Guasti et al., 2005; Katsos et al., 2011, Noveck, 2001, Pouscoulus et
al. 2007 amongst many others) that children younger than 5½ years of age do not draw
inferences such as Robin has some of the birds (which implies that he does not have them
all) at the same rate as adults do. Difficulties involved have been explained by limited
processing resources, small lexicon and a not yet developed expectation of informativeness.

Furthermore, some particular aspects of non-literal language use, such as irony, that
require children to become fully-fledged members of their culture before it becomes
clear to them. Even though children are able to interpret literal statements relatively
early in life, understanding of nonliteral language emerges rather late (see e.g. Demorest
et al., 1983; Filippova & Astington, 2008). However, the exact age at which children
interpret verbal irony is still controversial.
In normal face-to-face conversation, it is typical to mark where information comes from
or the degree of knowledge of the speaker of this information, and this is related to
epistemicity. Epistemicity refers “the degree of confidence the speaker has in his or her
statement” (de Haan, 2001: 201). Research has shown that infants show an early
understanding of the epistemic state of its interlocutor, as they show patterns of
increased pointing behaviour when the adult had not yet seen the event (Liszkowski et
al., 2006). Liszkowski et al. (2006) found that when an adult was looking for an object,
infants pointed to it in order to inform the adult about the location of that object.
Furthermore, infants pointed more when the adult didn’t know the object’s location
(Liszkowski, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2008).
All in all, successful pragmatic acquisition in a first language require that children
obtain the understanding that other people may have a different view of the world
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around them and thus need to be able to take another person’s perspective. The
capacity to attribute mental states to others and taking someone else's perspective is a
crucial concept in the Theory of Mind (ToM) literature. ToM investigates how people
ascribe mental states to other people and how these states are used to explain and
predict the actions of other people. There are numerous studies on how infants develop
intentions in the literature on Theory of Mind development. Theory of mind abilities
have been usually assessed through false-belief tasks (for a more detailed description,
see section 3.3). In a conversation speakers tend to mark the intentions of their
utterances, in particular through prosody and gestures. In order to infer the speaker's
mental state and perform this kind of mind reading ability), children might make
extensive use of intonation and gesture patterns. Nevertheless, ToM research has so far
scarcely taken into account the potential effects that prosodic and gestural patterns can
have on the development of the children's abilities to derive pragmatic meanings.

1.2.2. Prosodic development in the first language
Prosody has been shown to play a key role in language acquisition. Since birth, babies
have been shown to be particularly sensitive to pitch and other prosodic differences in
speech. Research highlights that infants are able to use prosodic cues consistently some
months after birth, not only in terms of sensitiveness to prosodic acoustic features
(Bosch & Sebastián-Galles, 2001; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Jusczyk et al., 1993; Mehler
et al., 1988; Nazzi et al., 1998; Ramus et al., 2000) but also in terms of production of
non-meaningful speech (Mampe et al., 2009). Fernald (1985) found that 3- to 4-monthold infants have the ability to distinguish two languages if they belong to distinct
rhythmic categories (e.g., Mehler, Jusczyk, & Lambertz, 1988; Nazzi, Bertoncini &
Mehler, 1998). Furthermore, 4- to 5-month-old infants can distinguish languages within
the same rhythmic category if these languages have distinct segmental cues (Bosch &
Sebastián-Galles, 2001; Nazzi, Jusczyk & Johnson, 2000). Also, infants are sensitive to
prosodic prominence very early on and between 6 to 9 months of age they prefer the
stress pattern of their home- or environment language (Höhle et al., 2009; Jusczyk,
Cutler & Redanz, 1993; Pons & Bosch, 2010).
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All of the above-mentioned studies have focused on prosody as being solely an acoustic
feature which characterises the language children are exposed to. However, prosody
also plays a very important role in shaping the pragmatic meaning of utterances.
Prosody is used by speakers to express an attitude towards something, to distinguish
among sentence types, to organise and maintain interactions, to structure information or
also to carry epistemic and evidential information (see Barth-Weingarten et al., 2009;
Prieto & Rigau, 2011; and Prieto, submitted, for a review on the prosody-pragmatics
interface). Studies on the prosody-pragmatics interface show that children around the
two-word stage display an emerging complex inventory of intonation contours with an
adult-like intentional meaning (Chen & Fikkert, 2007; Frota, Vigario, & Cruz, to
appear; Prieto et al., 2012).
Research suggests that young infants are able to use prosody for early intentional
communication well before the one-word stage. Papaeliou & Trevarthen (2006) studied
the early production of prosodic cues and how they relate to intentionality. They
investigated whether various acoustic parameters (duration of the vocalization, the
beginning, final, minimum, maximum and the range and standard deviation of the
fundamental frequency) mirrored either the intentional or unintentional value of the
vocalizations. Ten-month-old English-acquiring children were recorded in one of two
distinct situations. In one situation children were playing with their mothers and in the
other situation children played by themselves. In order to be intentional, vocalizations
were considered when produced while the gaze was directed to the mother, producing
communicative gestures, or following the mother's gaze and pointing gestures or also
behaving in accordance with the mother; vocalizations were considered to be nonintentional when produced while holding an object, inspecting an object, or completing
a preceding behaviour. The results of the experiment showed that intentional
vocalizations were shorter and displayed higher pitch values than non-intentional
vocalisations. More recently, Esteve-Gibert & Prieto (2013) analysed a total of 2,701
vocalizations from a longitudinal corpus of four Catalan-babbling infants aged 0;7 to
0;11. The results also showed that infants use different prosodic patterns to distinguish
communicative from investigative vocalizations and to express intentionality.
Specifically, they found that requests and expressions of discontent displayed wider
pitch range and longer duration patterns than responses or statements. These results
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support the hypothesis that babbling children successfully use a set of prosodic patterns
to signal intentional speech.
Furthermore, Sakkalou & Gattis (2012) examined whether 14- and 18-month-old
infants would either imitate more intentional or accidental actions in cases where the
prosody of the word accompanying actions differed between the two actions (see
section 7, selected references for a further description). The results indicated that infants
understand the pragmatic value of prosodic cues at 14 months of age because they were
able to link them to intentionality solely basing their imitative behaviour on the prosody
that accompanied the action. The abovementioned studies contribute to the
understanding that infants can distinguish intentional from non-intentional meanings
through producing and understanding various prosodic patterns. However, little is
known about whether young infants can convey and infer specific pragmatic meanings
in their early social interactions such as speech act information or epistemicity. There is
a clear need for more studies that examine the early production and comprehension of
pragmatic meanings and the emergence of the link between prosody, gesture and
pragmatics.

1.2.3. Gesture development in the first language
In section 1.2.1. it has been shown that much of the relevant research has focused on the
role of pointing gestures in infants' early pragmatic development. Pointing gestures have
become the focus of investigation around children's first year of life, marking them as
an important milestone in children's communicative and language development. Studies
on the production of gestures and their relation to language acquisition have highlighted
that pointing gestures (and also iconic gestures) not only signal intentional
communication but also predict the appearance of verbal language (see e.g. Bates et al.,
1979; Bavin et al., 2008; Caselli et al., 2012; Igualada et al., (submitted). Furthermore,
gesture studies have also found that gestures which express referential information (i.e.
deictic and representational gestures) are not only linked to the early acquisition of
language (see e.g. Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005; Colonnesi et al., 2010) but also to
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the acquisition of other cognitive abilities (see e.g. Goldin-Meadow, Cook & Mitchell,
2009). For example, Goldin-Meadow et al. (2009) investigated 8- to 9-year-old children
who were taught how to solve a math problem in three different conditions. The first
condition was the correct gesture condition, where the gestures used referred to how to
group two numbers together. The second condition included the same gesture but this
time referring to the wrong numbers, and the third condition did not include any
gestures. The results indicated that in both gestural conditions the child made use of the
gestures to solve the math problem. Children preformed best in the correct gesture
condition, and crucially performed better in the wrong gesture condition than in the
condition that did not include any gestures at all. It thus seems that gestures might help
to boost cognitive processes, i.e. perhaps by reducing the burden of working memory.
While there is considerable research on the role of pointing gestures, much less is
known on young children's acquisition and perception of other non-verbal cues such as
facial gestures reflecting emotions and feelings in general and more particularly,
surprise, uncertainty, incredulity, etc. Children's use of non-verbal cues changes, as they
get older, along with the relative importance of non-verbal features for communicative
purposes. Due to their limited verbal abilities, infants make extensive use of non-verbal
cues. For example, when a baby is hungry, she or he will try to express desire through
vocalisations such as crying. On the one hand, when children grow older and their
verbal skills develop and improve, they use fewer non-verbal cues in order to express
their desires or specific information (Knapp & Hall, 2010). On the other hand, older
children get much better at using non-verbal features for other social purposes. For
example, when children receive a gift, children might smile even though they don't like
it, purely out of politeness (see e.g. Kieras et al., 2005; Visser at al., 2014).
The following three sections of the literature review focus on the particular literature
relevant for the three studies included in this thesis, namely acquisition of interrogatives
(request for information), acquisition of epistemicity, and acquisition of politeness.
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1.2.4. Acquisition of interrogativity
Questions are central in language acquisition since they mark and foster conversational
exchanges (see e.g. Newport, Gleitman & Gleitman, 1977; Soderstrom et al., 2008;
Theakston, Lieven & Tomasello, 2003). Languages use a variety strategies to mark a
question, including syntax (e.g. auxiliary inversion) such as in Are you hungry?, lexical
items (e.g. wh-words and question particles as in Why do you go to town?) or prosodic
(e.g. rising intonation) and gestural marking. It has been shown that infants are
perceptually sensitive to rising pitch over falling pitch (Sullivan & Horowitz, 1983),
which is a prosodic feature used crosslinguistically to distinguish questions from
declaratives.
So far, a few studies have examined infants’ developing perception of question
intonation, and they have mainly focused on the infant's early sensitivity to rising
intonation patterns and also on the infant's early discriminatory abilities of rising vs.
falling intonation. Soderstrom et al. (2011) examined English-speaking infants (between
4.5 and 24 months), using of a single-screen habituation procedure to see whether they
were able to discriminate the different kinds of pitch contours that distinguish questions
from assertions. The materials consisted of 20 target sentences that could be both used
as a declarative or uninverted yes/no question and that only differed in punctuation in
writing. A native English speaker recorded these sentences in infant directed speech.
While all questions ended in rising intonation, assertions ended in various contours,
including flat, falling, or bell-shaped contours. The infants were separated into two
groups; one group was exposed to the question version of the 15 sentences, and the
other group to the declarative version. First the children were habituated. Once the
habituation criterion was reached within 20 trials, four test trials were given to the
children in random order. The dependent measure was the time the infant oriented to the
screen for each sentence type (question/ declarative). Their results showed that infants
(4.5 months to 24 months) have an overall bias toward questions. That could be
explained due to their sensitiveness to rising pitch over falling pitch (Sullivan &
Horowitz, 1983) and their general preference for high/rising pitch, a finding repeatedly
reported in the literature (Papousek & Papousek, 1989; Trehub, Bull, & Thorpe, 1984).
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Geffen & Mintz (2011) investigated the discrimination of the contrast between a
statement and a yes-no question such as in We had turkey and grapes for lunch vs. Can
you bring me the teddy bear? They examined twelve (6.73-7.5 months) Englishlearning children with a version of the Headturn Preference Procedure. The stimuli
consisted of nine statements and nine questions and they were matched on number of
syllables and duration. An English native speaker recorded the stimuli in child directed
speech with exaggerated prosodic features which are appealing to infants.
Familiarisation consisted of seven exemplars of one type of sentence and the last two
were the test trials which contained each one of the sentence types. The test phase
consisted of eight trials: four novel trials and four familiar trials. Even though the
results showed that the infants were able to discriminate between questions and
statements successfully, one of the issues that remained unresolved was whether
children used the prosodic cues or the available word order to make the distinction.
Furthermore, Frota et al. (2013) investigated 40 Portuguese infants (5-6 and 8-9 months
old) on their discrimination of sentence type intonation contrasts. They focused on the
statement/ yes-no question contrast, a contrast which is conveyed only by prosodic
means in European Portuguese (falling intonation L% vs. rising intonation LH%). They
used a set of 16 pseudo-words to create statement and question constrasts which were
recorded using infant directed speech. The task was carried out in a visual habituation
procedure. Infants were seated on the caregivers lap facing a computer monitor. Each
trial began once the infant fixated the image. First, infants were habituated through the
habituation trials and then they were presented with two test trials, in which one was the
same and the other one the switch trial (i.e., different to habituation). Results showed
that infants can successfully discriminate between a statement and yes-no question
solely on the basis of prosodic cues.
These studies, however, do not show whether children understand that a question has
different communicative function compared to a declarative sentence. Little is known
about the early understanding of the intentional meaning involved in questions. To our
knowledge, there is only one study which addresses that issue. Reimchen & Soderstrom
(unpublished) investigated whether questions trigger infants to vocalise more than
statements. They investigated thirty-six 10- to 14-month-old infants in a play session at
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a laboratory together with their mothers. The mothers were instructed to first ask
questions and then in a second part not to use any questions. In neither block-level nor
utterance-level analysis they found evidence for the uttering of maternal questions
having an influence on the amount of vocalisations produced by the infant.
Interestingly, mothers of 14-month-olds displayed a pattern of repeated questions, i.e.
they tended to repeat the same question to the child.
However, work in a related strand of research on social-communication development
has shown that 12-month-old infants produce and understand requests for information
via pointing gestures (Behne et al., 2012; Liszkowski et al., 2006). Recent findings also
show that infants at around 12 months are able to distinguish between declarative
(informative), expressive, and requestive social intentions of the speaker based on
prosodic and gestural features of the speech act. Esteve-Gibert, Liszkowski & Prieto's
(in press) study investigated whether prosody and gesture shape help 12-month-old
infants to comprehend other people's communicative intentions. The study showed that
infants indeed were able to determine the pragmatic intention of the speaker
(expressive, imperative and informative intention) based exclusively on these features.
Furthermore, related findings also show that pre-lexical infants regard other people as
social agents and recognise them as intentional beings (Kovács et al., 2010; Liszkowski,
2013). Yet, these studies did not control for the potential effects of the intonational form
of the target questions on the understanding of requests.
Even though some studies suggest that young infants might be able to use prosody for
early intentional communication (D'Odorico & Franco, 1991; Esteve-Gibert & Prieto,
2013; Papaeliou, Minadakis & Cavouras, 2002; Papaeliou & Trevarthen, 2006;
Sakkalou & Gattis, 2012), to our knowledge no previous studies have addressed the
question of whether young infants can understand the intentional meaning of questions
based on its typical final rising intonation. Thus our aim is to determine whether 12month-old infants can establish the mapping between the intonation pattern (a final rise,
H%) and its intentional meaning in an ambiguous context (see section 5.1. for proposed
methods and procedure).
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1.2.5. Acquisition of epistemicity
In everyday conversation, speakers do not only express propositional content
(utterances) but they also express commitments and feelings regarding the propositions,
referred to as epistemic stance. De Haan (2001) suggested a distinction between
evidentiality and epistemicity. According to de Haan (2001: 201) evidentiality refers to
"the marking of the source of the information of the statement" and epistemicity (also
sometimes referred to as epistemic modality) indicates "the degree of the confidence the
speaker has in his or her statement". Evidentiality and epistemicity are closely related
and this relationship has been approached differently. Nowadays, most researchers
encourage an in-between approach where the epistemic and evidential categories are
interrelated and also intersect to some degree when constructing a speakers' epistemic
stance.
Epistemic stance can be expressed through a varied set of linguistic markers in the
world's languages (see e.g. Aikhenvald, 2004; Chafe, 1986; de Haan, 2001). Languages
use certainty and uncertainty markers to indicate how certain the speaker is about the
information he/she is describing. These uncertainty markers are considered to be a type
of epistemic markers or epistemic modality markers (e.g. Chafe, 1986; Palmer, 1986).
Traditionally, linguists have mainly focused on languages which encode uncertainty by
means of specific morphemes such as for example in Japanese and Turkish. Also
researchers have mainly investigated language systems where certainty / uncertainty
marking is performed through lexical marking such as modal particles, and also mental
state verbs (such as I think). However, recent studies within the audiovisual prosody
approach have indicated that prosodic and gestural patterns such as longer durations and
higher pitch, eye squinting or shoulder shrugging, can act as conveyors of speaker
uncertainty (Borràs-Comes et al., 2011; Dijkstra, Krahmer & Swerts, 2006; Swerts &
Krahmer, 2005). Swerts & Krahmer (2005) provided some first insights into the topic
by showing that speakers' feeling of knowing (epistemic marking) is cued by various
visual and verbal properties. Their results showed that human observers can distinguish
responses particularly well when the stimuli are presented to them in a bimodal way
(audiovisual) (see selected references in section 7 for more details).
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In a learning environment, it is vital to know whether a speaker is reliable or not, since
it is better to learn from a reliable source compared to an unreliable one. Results on the
selective learning literature show that by three years of age children are quite skilful at
interpreting signs of reliability or ignorance in adult speech (Koenig & Harris, 2005)
and that this can have an effect on the likelihood that children remember the object label
used by those adults (Koenig & Harris, 2005; Sabbagh & Baldwin, 2001). Infants as
young as 14 to 18 months understand the basics about the epistemic status of the
speaker, that is, what another person does and does not know. They also understand that
another person’s knowledge may differ from their own knowledge, depending on
previous experience. Akhtar, Carpenter & Tomasello (1996) investigated whether a
child can make use of other people's perspectives when learning new words. In their
experiment, two-year-old children played continuously with an experimenter and a
parent. The parent then left the room and a new toy was brought to the child. The child
and the experimenter played with this toy for the same amount of time as with the other
three toys. When the parent returned, the toys were arranged in a row on a shelf and
then he/she looked at all four objects and said: Oh, a gazzer! Wow, a gazzer! Look at the
gazzer! Even though children played the same amount of time with all four toys, they
inferred that the adult was referring to the new toy that the parent saw for the first time.
Furthermore, research has shown that young infants are sensitive to important details
about the epistemic state of the speaker. Liszkowski, Carpenter & Tomasello (2008)
investigated infants’ understanding of epistemic states of other people, focusing on
knowledgeable and ignorant partners. They investigated whether 12-month-old infants
gesture appropriately in order to provide uninformed people with information. Their
findings showed that infants pointed more often to an object whose location the adult
did not know (i.e., had not seen it fall down) and needed help to find the object than in a
situation where the adult saw the object fall down and thus did not need help to find it.
In essence, these studies show that infants have an initial understanding of the epistemic
state of the speaker (knowledgeable vs. ignorant partner) based on contextual evidence,
something that has important consequences for language interactions.
The study of the children's perception of the degree of knowledge of their
conversational partner has focused on older children. Furthermore, studies on children's
understanding of uncertainty have generally focused on the acquisition of lexical cues to
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uncertainty. Moore, Bryant and Furrow (1989) tested 3- to 8-year-old children in an
experimental setting where children had to find a hidden object. The object was in one
of two boxes, and children listened to verbal cues from two different puppets telling
them about the place where the object was hidden. The utterances contained each a
marker with a different degree of certainty, signposting a different box as the place of
the hidden object, such as I know it's in the red box vs. I think it's in the blue box. The
results showed that while 4 year-olds were able to distinguish different degrees of
speaker certainty, 3 year-olds were not. Moore, Pure & Furrow (1990) carried out the
same experiment but with modal expressions such as It must be in the blue box and It
might be in the blue box. The results were the same as in the previous study, thus
revealing that the understanding of modal expressions such as might strongly correlates
with the understanding of the mental verbs such as think. Matsui, Yamamoto, &
McCagg (2006) investigated children's linguistically-encoded speaker knowledge states
in a language like Japanese. Three to six-year-old children participated in hidden object
tasks in which they had to make decisions based on two conflicting utterances, which
were marked each with an expression of a different degree of speaker certainty and
evidentiality. They chose as stimuli sentences including both particles and verbs
encoding epistemic information (such as the certainty particle yo and the uncertainty
particle kana). The main findings were that children understood certainty contrasts
better than evidentiality contrasts and also that they comprehended speaker's knowledge
states better when they were conveyed by particles rather than verbs. So three-year-olds
already have quite a good understanding of the particles of speaker certainty but not of
the verbs. Furthermore, children's knowledge of epistemic particles did not correlate
with children's false belief understanding. However, the understanding of epistemic
verbs did relate significantly. The results of the abovementioned studies show that
children acquire the general distinction between different expressions of speaker
certainty (verbs and modal expressions) around four years of age. However, in
languages with grammaticalised particles such as Japanese children seem to understand
the difference between speaker certainty and uncertainty earlier.
To summarise, while the abovementioned studies have concentrated on the role that
lexical cues play in the understanding of uncertainty, less is known about the role of
prosody and gesture patterns in the early detection of uncertainty. There is one study
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investigating Catalan-speaking adults that highlights the crucial role that prosody and
gesture play in detecting uncertainty. Borràs-Comes et al. (2011) examined whether the
perception of uncertainty is more effectively communicated through lexical marking,
prosody or facial gestures. Participants were tested by being presented to a set of
audiovisual materials in which lexical, prosodic and facial gestures were given
congruently or incongruently for the expression of uncertainty. The results showed that
lexical marking tends to be overruled by prosodic and gestural marking of uncertainty.
Moreover, when gesture and prosody are in conflict, gesture is more salient. Taking this
literature on board, it seems more than worthwhile to take prosody and gesture into the
picture of children's uncertainty understanding and test the hypothesis that these nonverbal features have a scaffolding effect on the detection of epistemic states (see section
5.2. for proposed methods and experiment).

1.2.6. Acquisition of politeness
Politeness, as defined by Brown & Levinson (1978, 1987), addresses both the positive
and the negative face needs of the interlocutor. The term face is a sociological concept
for the individual's public self-image. It is defined by Goffmann (1967: 5) "as the
positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he
has taken during a particular contact". According to Brown & Levinson (1978), every
human being has two notions of face, positive and negative. Positive face represents the
individual’s desire to have his/her wants recognised in interaction. Negative face stands
for the individual’s desire for freedom of action and also freedom from imposition. In
order for successful social interactions to take place, speakers have to pay attention both
to the positive and the negative face of the interlocutor. For example, a request is a
speech act that can pose a potential threat to the interlocutor’s face (i.e., a facethreatening act), and politeness demands that it is mitigated to a certain extent. In a
request, the speaker imposes on the recipient's freedom. Thus the hearer might perceive
this speech act as an intrusion into his/her freedom of action and the speaker (the
requester) might hesitate to utter a speech act which might make the hearer lose face
(Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 11). Thus, a request can be face threatening to both the hearer
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and the speaker. There are various possibilities on how a request can be uttered, varying
from more direct (more transparent) to more indirect strategies (minimizing the
imposition on the hearer). First, a speaker can formulate a direct request (through an
imperative), such as Clean up the kitchen. Second, conventionally indirect strategies can
be chosen, such as the following: How about cleaning up? (positive politeness, which
aims at supporting or enhancing the addressee’s positive face) or also Could you clean
up the kitchen? or even Could you maybe do the cleaning up? (negative politeness,
which aims at mitigating the imposition). These strategies are conventionalised and thus
refer to contextual preconditions. Third, a request can be made through nonconventionally indirect strategies (hints) as in You have left the kitchen in a right mess
(off-record politeness). Here the request is referring to the object and is highly
dependant on contextual clues. The use of these strategies is both shaped by
contextual/situational and cultural factors. Furthermore, the appropriate level of
directness can vary from language to language. In order to mitigate the face-threatening
nature of a request, downgrades can be applied. For example, if someone is asking for a
big favour, he/she tends to use more indirect strategies than when asking for a little
favour.
Acquisition of politeness production and understanding has been studied in relation to
perspective taking. Perspective taking skills are essential for successful social
interactions. Studies investigating the development of perspective-taking skills have
shown that children, as they get older, increasingly take into account their addressee's
perspective (see Liebal, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2010; O’Neill, 1996 amongst others).
O'Neill (1996) investigated whether children understand what others know, including
the case of where the adult has a different state of knowledge from the child. Results
showed that 2 to 2.6-year-old children gestured more to their parent and also more to
the specific location where an object was hidden when the parent was ignorant of the
object’s location. This study thus provided further evidence that children at this age are
aware of another person’s state of knowledge. One of the first studies to focus on
children's (3-, 5- and 7-year olds) understanding of different politeness forms and on
whether children's understanding of polite forms relates to a more general ability to take
another's perspective is Nippold et al. (1982). The authors showed that the development
in the use of polite forms could be traced as children increasingly used more than one
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polite form in one utterance and used a greater variety of different interrogative types
when expressing polite utterances. Moreover, they found a relation between three-yearolds’ use and understanding of politeness forms and an emerging understanding of
another person's perspective.
Furthermore, Ninio & Snow (1999) suggest that the basic social system of politeness
rules is in place before the linguistic structures which express politeness are acquired.
For the acquisition of politeness features such as the effectiveness of speech acts or also
turn-taking a relatively sophisticated social understanding is presupposed. The
challenge, therefore, is to acquire the varied and subtle linguistic strategies used to
express the underlying social dimensions according to Ninio & Snow (1999).
Research on the acquisition of politeness showed that the production of polite forms
such as thank you, please, and I'm sorry appear quite early in children's speech (see e.g.
Read & Cherry, 1978). Much of the research on the acquisition of politeness has been
concerned with children's acquisition of speech acts, in particular directives (requests,
commands and orders). Previous research on the acquisition of directive speech acts had
mainly dealt with English-speaking children of middle-class background (see e.g.
Ervin-Tripp & Gordon (1986), James (1978) and Sealey (1999)). Investigating young
children's comprehension of requests, Bates (1971) and Shatz (1978) showed that twoyear-olds comply with an indirect request such as Can you pick up the block?, as much
as with a direct request Pick up the block! However, this does not provide evidence that
children understand higher-order issues such as the cooperative logic involved in
understanding indirect requests. Both are highly frequent forms of requests and due to
regular exposure it could be that children learn them in a formulaic manner but this does
not necessarily indicate that children have a general understanding of indirect requests.
An increasing use of indirect forms of requests (e.g. Can I have some milk?) has been
observed with age (Bock & Hornsby, 1977; Ervin-Tripp, 1977). Besides, also a greater
variety of politeness devices has been attested (Bates & Silvern, 1977). Research on the
production of directives has been carried out as well amongst others on French- (Marcos
& Bernicot, 1994; Ryckebusch & Marcos, 2004), Swedish- (Aronsson & Thorell,
1999), Norwegian and Hungarian- (Hollos & Beeman, 1978) and Greek-acquiring
children (Georgalidou, 2008).
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Several studies have highlighted infants’ ability to use a variety of pragmatic cues in
order to interpret ambiguous requests. For example, Repacholi & Gopnik (1997)
emphasised young children’s understanding of the requesters' previously expressed
preference in a food-request procedure. 14- to 18-month-old children observed an
experimenter expressing happiness as she tasted one type of food and disgust as she
tasted another type of food. They were then required to foresee which food the requester
would desire. The experimental results showed that children by 18 months were able to
infer an adult's desire related to the expression of an emotion.
The previously mentioned studies on the awareness of social politeness have mainly
focused

on

children's

acquisition

and

production

of

verbal

features

of

politeness. However, not much is known on how young children infer politeness
behavior through salient prosodic and visual cues. When focusing on the perception of a
speech act such as a request, it is not only important what is said but also how it is said
in order for it to be perceived as polite. In recent years, the relationship between
prosody and (im)politeness has received growing attention. At the level of prosody,
politeness is largely communicated through conventionalised intonational choices (see
section 3.4). Furthermore, it has been increasingly recognised that the individual
meanings or attitudes conveyed by intonation are decoded by a complex process of
pragmatic interpretation, relating the very abstract underlying meanings of intonation to
both the message and the context in which they are uttered (see e.g. Crystal, 1975;
Nadeu & Prieto, 2011; Wichmann, 2000; Wichmann & Cauldwell, 2001). Thus in order
to shed more light on this issue, our aim is to investigate young children's sensitiveness
to prosodic and gestural cues when assessing politeness behaviour (see section 5.3. for
proposed methods and procedure).
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2. GOALS OF THE DISSERTATION
The goal of this dissertation is to investigate how prosody and gesture cues are
processed in early childhood and to examine the role they play in the children's abilities
to derive pragmatic meanings. Three main research questions will be addressed:
(1) Development of interrogativity. The main research question of Study 1 is to
investigate the child's early ability to detect the interlocutor's speech act interrogative
intention on the basis of intonational cues. Specifically, one type of pragmatic meaning
of an interrogative will be investigated, namely request for information. The
experimental study will test whether 12-month old children are able to map the
intonational form (in this case rising intonation) to the requestive function mapping in
context, that is, whether children understand that a request for information requires an
answer, i.e. a reaction.
(2) Development of uncertainty. The main research question of Study 2 is to examine
preschoolers (3- to 5-year-old children) ability to infer the epistemic state of the
interlocutor (e.g., uncertainty) based on gesture and prosodic cues. The research will
focus on whether children at this age are able to associate specific intonational contours
and gesture patterns used to encode uncertainty with a situation of uncertainty in
context. Furthermore, control tasks will be applied in order to determine how the ability
to understand uncertainty relates to children's ToM development.
(3) Development of politeness. The main research question of Study 3 addresses
whether preschoolers (3- to 5-years-old) are able to associate specific prosodic features
(pitch and duration) and gesture patterns as compared to lexical patterns used to encode
politeness in a face-threatening situation such as a request. Furthermore, control tasks
will be applied to determine how their ability to understand and process politeness
relates to their ToM development.
As the previous literature review has outlined, the interface between intonation, gesture
and early acquisition of pragmatic meanings has been vastly unexplored. By focusing
on these three different socio-pragmatic intentions, this thesis aims to offer a
developmental perspective on how children start making the early mappings between
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pragmatics and non-verbal features, which play a crucial role in (first) language
learning.

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1. Pragmatics: Gricean and Post-Gricean account of implicatures
3.1.1. Gricean account
Grice (1975) proposed a set of principles which underlie successful conversations,
namely (1) take turns and (2) be cooperative. Grice formulated four maxims which have
to be observed in order to be cooperative: the maxims of quantity, quality, relevance,
and manner. This means that when a person takes turns in conversation their
contribution should provide neither too much nor too little information; the contribution
should be relevant, clear and true. Grice furthermore distinguished between two
different types of implicatures, conventional implicatures and conversational
implicatures. Conventional implicatures as in, for example, He is an Englishman; he is
therefore, brave are part of a lexical item or expressions agreed meaning without
accessing the conversational context. In this example the conventional meaning of the
words used will determine what is implicated apart from determining what is said.
Conversational implicatures, however, require a listener to compare the literal
propositional meaning against the context of the utterance in order to reach the intended
meaning. In the following exchange speaker B implicates that Smith has or might have
a girlfriend in New York.
(1) A: Smith doesn't seem to have a girlfriend these days.
B: He has been paying a lot of visits to New York lately.
Conversational implicatures are computed by observing Grice's cooperative principle of
communication. While conventional implicatures are not cancellable, conversational
implicatures can be cancelled. Thus, B might cancel his implicature by adding for
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example: though these visits as far as I know have been related to his new job.
According to Prieto (submitted), there is still an unsolved debate as to whether
intonational meanings should be characterised as conventional or conversational
implicatures due to the problematic labour-division between the role of context and
intonation.

3.1.2. Post-Gricean accounts
Even though Grice’s theory has undergone deep reanalysis, neo-Gricean accounts
remain close in essence to the Gricean proposals. The original maxims were reanalysed
by Horn's (1984) maximization of information content (Q principle) and minimization
of form (R principle) and also by Levinson's (2000) three heuristics: Q principle, helped
by the minimization of content (I principle), and minimization of form (M principle, not
use obscure or marked expression). On the other hand, the relevance theoretic account
developed further away from the Gricean account. This account substitutes the maxims
with one principle defined separately for communication ("Every act of ostensive
communication communicates a presumption of its optimal relevance" (Sperber &
Wilson 1995: 260)) and for cognition ("Human cognition tends to be geared to the
maximisation of relevance" (Sperber & Wilson 1995: 260)). Relevance Theory (Sperber
& Wilson, 1986) is a model of utterance interpretation, which takes primarily the point
of view of the comprehender. This theory proposes that utterances encode two basic
types of information: conceptual information and procedural information, i.e.
information about the representations to be manipulated and information about how to
manipulate them (Sperber & Wilson 1986, 1995). Within Relevance Theory, Gricean's
conventional implicatures are equivalent procedural elements. Various researchers have
suggested that intonation contours constitute a form of procedural encoding which
signals information specially geared to guiding the hearer during the inferential phase of
comprehension (see e.g. Escandell-Vidal, 1998, 2011; Espinal & Prieto, 2001; Wharton,
2009; Wilson & Wharton, 2006).
Within Relevance Theory, procedural expressions can encode constraints that can act at
different levels of the inferential process. Within this theory the speaker makes two
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different types of assumptions: explicatures and implicatures. The following example
serves to illustrate the difference between an explicature and an implicature.
2) A: Would you like some wine
B: I'm Muslim
The explicature is that B is Muslim and the implicature is that he therefore does not
drink wine. While the explicature is communicated via pragmatic developments of
explicitly encoded meaning, the implicature has to be inferred entirely in its context.
There are also higher-order explicatures which refer to the attitude of the speaker
regarding the proposition expressed. Researchers have claimed that intonation patterns
constrain higher-level explicatures (see e.g. Escandell-Vidal, 1998; Espinal & Prieto,
2011).

3.1.3. Acquisition of implicatures
According to the developmental literature, non-literal language proves to be an area of
difficulty for young children. When acquiring language, children must make their way
into structure-meaning mappings. Children need to match the intended meanings of
particular chains of sounds in order to make inferences about the structure and contents
of these chains. Furthermore, they need to have the information from the linguistic input
to be able to guess what the intended meaning of a sentence is. How do children deal
with this problem? Inference making appears to be a challenging feature of language
and general inferential abilities develop over an extended period of time (see e.g.
Markovits & Barrouillet, 2002; Markovits & Barrouillet, 2004). Research on scalar
implicatures has demonstrated a wide variability of children's performance across
different studies. As mentioned before, scalar implicatures arise in examples such as
Bonnie has got some of the pears, in which the speaker's use of some usually can
indicates that he/she had a reason not to use a more informative term such as all. There
are three main accounts in the literature, the processing account, the lexicalist account
and the contrast account on the development of scalar implicatures. The first account,
the processing account, highlights that children lack one or more of the inferencing
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steps (Pouscoulous et al., 2007; Reinhart, 2004). The second account, known as the
lexicalist account, posits that children possess the understanding of the basic meaning of
words like some and all but they have not yet made the association of each of the terms
in the lexicon with their respective scale (e.g. the proposition all entails propositions
with some) (Barner & Bachrach, 2010; Barner, Brookes, & Bale, 2011; Guasti et al.,
2005). The third account, which has come to be known as the contrast account, argues
that children have to be aware of a contrast between how they conceptualise the
accompanying situation and what they actually say (Katsos & Bishop, 2011). So far
there is no agreement between the different perspectives and Katsos (2014: 195) points
out that most likely "the eventual picture that will emerge will include elements of
several accounts, perhaps with different weights".
While there is a vast literature on the acquisition of scalar implicatures, there is much
less research on other types of implicatures such as e.g. relevance implicatures. A
relevance implicature is a conversational implicature which is based on an addressee's
assumption as to whether a speaker is observing or flouting the conversational maxim
of relation or relevance. Bernicot et al. (2007), de Villiers et al. (2009), Verbuk &
Shultz (2010), serving as three examples, all tested relevance implicatures, such as in
the following example: A: Should I mow the lawn?, B: The nephews are taking a nap
(Bernicot, Laval, & Chaminaud, 2007). The general picture that emerges from these
studies is that children's performance on the detection of relevance implicatures is rather
poor (ages investigated ranging from 3- to 10-year-old children). However, in contrast
to the studies on scalar implicatures, the studies were far from being comparable and
very different relevance implicatures were tested which makes it hard to draw any
waterproof generalisations.

3.2. Social pragmatic approach to language acquisition
This theory proposes that language acquisition in general, and word learning in
particular, can be regarded as cultural learning whereby children learn linguistic
structures by detecting the adult's intentions (including communicative intentions) in
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their discourse interactions. Thus, the process of word learning is seen as an inherently
social and linguistic process and is conceptualised as part of the wider process of
cultural learning (Tomasello 1992, 2000). As mentioned before, according to Tomasello
(2003, 2008), there are three major abilities which indicate the onset of the development
of infants’ communicative acts becoming intentional around nine months: (1)
establishment of joint attentional frame, (2) understanding of communicative intentions
of those they interact with, and (3) engagement in role reversal imitation as a form of
cultural learning. First, the development of joint attentional frame is a crucial step in the
child's becoming a social agent (e.g. Bruner, 1975; Carpenter & Liebal, 2011; Carpenter
et al., 1998; Mundy & Newell, 2007; Mundy & Newell, 2007; Repacholi & Meltzoff,
2007; Senju & Csibra, 2008; Tomasello, 1995; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986). Second,
infants display a tentative understanding of others as attentional beings by following
eye gaze and by using gestures and vocalisations. Furthermore, they also display an
understanding of others as intentional beings by showing a more overt sophisticated
reasoning processes with regards to the action of others. Point three refers to children’s
starting of initiating joint attention by showing, giving and pointing. The socialcognitive skill of intention reading enables children to participate in culturally
conventional joint attentional activities which will be basic in language development.

3.3. Theory of Mind
Language comprehension in context requires a certain mind-reading ability. How
language abilities in general and in particular how pragmatic skills develop has also
been studied in the realm of the literature on theory of mind abilities. Theory of Mind
(ToM) is concerned with “young children’s understanding of themselves and other
people as mental beings, that is, as people who have beliefs, desires, emotions and
intentions, and whose actions and interactions can be interpreted and explained by
taking account of these mental states” (Milligan, Astington & Duck, 2007: 622). ToM
abilities have usually been assessed through the false-belief task such as for example the
classical Sally Ann task (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Firth, 1985; Wimmer & Perner,
1983). In this task the child observes a scene where a first agent places an object in a
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container and then leaves. While the first agent is absent, a second agent moves the
object to the other container. On return of the first agent the child is asked where the
first agent will look for the object and where the object really is. Experimental studies
which used the false-belief task have found that at age three children look at the right
container online, but they only explicitly point to the right one when they are four years
old (e.g. Clements & Perner, 1994; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001; Wimmer &
Perner, 1983). However, studies have started using cognitively less demanding tasks in
order to investigate younger children’s mind-reading abilities (Baillargeon, Scott & He,
2010; Buttelmann, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2009; Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010;
Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). These studies show that indeed children younger than 4
years of age display some mind-reading abilities.
Two different but related approaches can be found in the studies that propose an early
theory of mind development. On the one hand, the nativist account suggests that
humans have an innate ability to understand other people as intentional social agents
(e.g., Kovács, Téglás & Endress, 2010; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). On the other hand,
the usage-based account proposes that infants learn through social interaction that other
people are intentional agents (e.g. Liszkowski et al., 2006; Liszkowski, Carpenter, &
Tomasello, 2008; Moll & Tomasello, 2007; Liszkowski, 2013; Southgate, Chevallier, &
Csibra, 2010). Furthermore, neuroimaging research has shown that ToM is not only
involved in inference making about other agents' intentions but that it is directly
involved in language comprehension processes, such as irony understanding (Spotorno
et al., 2012).

3.4. The analysis of prosody: Autosegmental Metrical framework

The Autosegmetal Metrical framework (henceforth AM framework; Gussenhoven,
2004; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988; Ladd, 2008;)) is one of
the current most influential models of intonation analysis. Since its establishment there
has been a wide consensus among prosody researchers that intonation has a
phonological status in language, i.e. that it is part of the linguistic system. The AM
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framework is a generative model in that it is based on a limited number of features on
which an unlimited number of tonal patterns can be built. The AM model describes
intonational pitch contours as an order of two main types of phonologically distinctive
tonal units, pitch accents and edge tones. Pitch accents are typically associated with
metrically strong syllables, i.e. intonational movements associate with stressed
syllables, which are rendered intonationally prominent or accented. Edge tones, which
consist of phrase accents and boundary tones, are as well fundamental frequency
movements which are associated with the ends of prosodic phrases. Intonational
contours are described as a sequence of high (H) or low (L) targets that can be
monotonal or bitonal. These targets are assigned to the prominent elements of a word
and are referred to as pitch accents. They are marked with a star '*', following the tone,
e.g. 'L*, H*, L+H*'. Boundary tones are marked with the following symbol '%',
indicating an association with the edges of intonational phrase boundaries (L%, H%,
LH%). This outlined phonological representation of tones is mapped onto a phonetic
representation through language particular realisation rules. The AM framework has
provided a foundation for the development of a number of different sets of ToBI (Tones
and Break Indices) systems to annotate languages accordingly. ToBI-systems have been
developed for a substantial number of languages.
Most of the research within the AM framework has focused on the form of intonation.
The systematic study of intonational meaning however has been rare. The AM model
does not incorporate a standard conception of intonational meaning; however, there are
three properties of intonational structure which are currently agreed on, namely the
duality of structure, compositionality and stable form-meaning relations (see Prieto,
submitted). Since the start of the AM framework, Pierrehumbert (1980) proposed to
separately analyse the phonological and phonetic levels of intonational analysis, also
referred to as duality of structure (Gussenhoven, 2004; Ladd, 2008). Similarly,
Gussenhoven (2004) and Ladd (2008) distinguished two main parts of intonation. The
phonological part corresponds to the group of tonal morphemes that are distinctive and
convey discrete differences in linguistic meaning such as question and focus. The
phonetics part corresponds to the gradient phonetic variation and conveys differences in
paralinguistic meaning, such as emotions and attitudes. The recognition of this
distinction between linguistic and paralinguistic meanings of intonation led to the study
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of universal intonational meanings which was partly based on Ohala's (1983) frequency
code. Ohala (1983) noted that some signalling functions of pitch are astonishingly
similar across different languages, in particular high pitch. Thus, he proposed a
frequency code, which was based on the observation that while high and rising pitch is
used to convey questions and politeness, low and falling pitch is used to convey
declaratives and impoliteness. However, the drawing of a clear separation between
paralinguistic and linguistic function has not been established and can be regarded as an
unstable property within intonation research (see e.g. Gussenhoven, 2004; Ladd, 2008;
Prieto, submitted).
Another property of intonational structure which has been generally agreed on is
compositionality. Traditionally, intonation models were divided into models that
support, on the one hand, the decomposition of the contour into independent meaningful
units and, on the other hand, models that attach intonational meanings to the contour as
a whole. Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990) as the first proposed a compositional
approach to tune interpretation within the AM framework. The compositional approach
to intonational meaning assumes that the overall meaning of tune depends on separate
meanings of its smallest meaning-bearing tonal morphemes which can be freely
combined in a pitch contour. Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg argued the following (1990,
288):
"We propose that the tune meaning is composed of the meaning of three types of
tones- pitch accents, phrase accents, and boundary tones - which have scope
over three different domains of interpretation. Together, these intonational
features can convey how S(peaker) intends that H(earer) interpret an intonational
phrase with respect to (1) what H already believes to be mutually believed
(backward-looking) or (2) what S intends to make mutually believed as a result
of the subsequent utterances (forward-looking)."

The third property of intonational meaning is context dependency. The AM model
assumes that intonation units usually provide language dependent one-to-one formmeaning relation. However, intonation studies have failed to establish a systematic
correspondence between elements of prosody and speech acts. Instead, empirical
research has revealed the crucial importance of contextual factors in prosodic
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interpretation. Geluyken's (1987) study showed that pragmatic factors played a crucial
role in interpreting an intonation pattern as a question. He asked English speakers to
give judgments about the 'question' nature of declarative questions (such as You're a
member of the Communist party? H%, which conveys a clear semantic bias). The
results highlighted that the intonation pattern did not play a decisive role in the
identification of an utterance as being a question but rather factors such as who was
uttering the sentence along with other felicity conditions played a crucial role in
interpreting the utterance as a question. Hirschberg (2003) argued that since the
interpretation of intonational variation is dependent on contextual factors, intonational
meaning can be defined as being essentially pragmatic in nature.
The AM model has also been successfully used to describe the intonation system in
children in various studies (see Frota, Vigário, & Cruz, to appear; Prieto et al., 2012).
An analysis in terms of pitch accents and boundary tones in the AM frameworks has
been proposed when children have acquired their first words. Frota, Vigário, & Cruz (to
appear) detected that with 1:9 a European-Portuguese learning child acquired the
inventory of pitch accents and boundary tones approximately like an adult. Prieto et al.
(2012) investigated how Catalan- and Spanish-acquiring children develop their
intonational patterns. They found that at 1:1 and 1:3 (around the 25-word period)
children are able to produce an adult-like set of intonation contours. At the one-word
stage children produce statements and calling contours and at the two-word stage more
complex contours are displayed such as requests, as well as information-seeking and
counter-expectational questions. In sum, basic phonologically distinct pitch contours are
displayed from the 25-word period onwards and crucial knowledge of the adults’
intonational grammar is already displayed at the two-word phase.
In the recent years there has been an increased attention towards the visual aspects of
prosody. This area of inquiry, which has been termed audiovisual prosody, has
claimed that visual cues (gaze patterns, gestures and facial expressions) are as important
as prosodic patterns in the marking of pragmatic meaning (see, e.g., Borràs-Comes et al.
2011; Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Holler & Wilkin, 2009; Prieto et al. 2011, 2013; Swerts
& Krahmer, 2005). Various researchers analysing visual correlates of prominence and
focus (see e.g. Hadar et al., 1983; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007) have claimed that visual
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cues such as eyebrow flashes, head nods, and beat gestures enhance the perceived
prominence of the words they occur with and downscale that of the surrounding words.
Furthermore, audiovisual cues have also been investigated for other established
prosodic functions such as question intonation (Srinisvasan & Massaro, 2003) and
phrasing (see e.g. Barkhuysen, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2008) as well as for pragmatic
meanings such as uncertainty (Krahmer & Swerts, 2005) amongst others.
The audiovisual approach leads directly to the last subsection of the theoretical
framework, the analysis of gesture.

3.5. The analysis of gesture
Human communication is a complex construct which contains various devices such as
gesture and speech. McNeill’s (1992) pioneering study defended that gesture and
speech are coordinated in human languages. This synchronization between the two
modalities can occur at three different levels: semantic, pragmatic and phonological
(Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992). According to Giorgolo & Verstraten (2008),
synchronization patterns between audio and visual materials influence the addressee's
perception of the message as an appropriate multimodal utterance. They claim that the
decision about multimodal appropriateness is processed according to prosodic and
semantic criteria. Additionally, Rochet-Capellan et al. (2008) identified that there is a
temporal relation between jaw and arm movements, due to the synchronous occurrence
of pitch accent and the stroke of the gesture (both in trochees and in iambs).
Furthermore, Loehr (2007) detected a rhythmic relation of hands, head and voice where
each articulator forms peaks synchronously together with the other articulators. Gestural
patterns are often as important as prosodic patterns in order to detect pragmatic meaning
(see, e.g. Borràs-Comes et al., 2011; Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Holler & Wilkin, 2009;
Prieto et al., 2011, 2013; Swerts & Krahmer, 2005).
To summarise the content of section 3, this dissertation will build on insights from the
cognitive and social-communicative pragmatic accounts with a particular focus on
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prosody and gestures as encoders of social communicative intentions. This thesis is
innovative in the way that it will combine insights from the fields of pragmatics, social
cognition, and ToM.

4. HYPOTHESES

Based on the research exposed in the previous sections, a set of hypotheses will be
tested in three experimental studies.

1. Experimental Study 1
Recent findings show that pre-lexical infants see others as social agents and recognise
them as having intentions (Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010; Lizskowski, 2013).
Previous studies suggest that 12-month-old infants produce and understand requests for
information via pointing gestures (Behne et al., 2012; Liszkowski, 2006). Along with
these findings we hypothesise that 12-month-old infants will have the ability to
establish the link between question intonation and gestures and the experimenter's
requestive intention.

2. Experimental Study 2
Children access epistemic meanings such as a speaker's disbelief earlier when they are
provided with facial gestures (see Armstrong et al., 2014). These authors claimed that
facial gestures seem to provide children with scaffolding for the linguistic meaning of
incredulity. We hypothesise that prosody and gesture also help children to scaffold the
meaning of uncertainty in context and they will thus understand the meaning of
uncertainty earlier through gesture and prosody than through lexical cues. Furthermore,
we will investigate the predictive role of a child's Theory of Mind abilities on the
children's performance on the comprehension task.
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3. Experimental Study 3
Very little is known about children's sensitivity to prosodic cues (pitch and duration)
and gestural cues and their effect on politeness. Considering the arguments and
evidence that pitch plays a crucial role in children's early language processing (e.g.
Moore et al., 1997; Thiessen et al., 2005), we reasoned that prosody (and gestures)
might also support the children's ability to make inferences about polite vs. less polite
social requests in their preschool years. We hypothesise that children are sensitive to
prosody (pitch and duration) and gesture as a kind of strong mitigating device as
compared to lexical cues in requests. Furthermore, we will take into account children's
theory of mind development.

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
5.1. Study 1
The first study aims at investigating a) whether 12-month-old infants can establish the
mapping between the rising intonational pattern (final H%) and and its requestive
meaning in an ambiguous context (Experiment 1); and b) whether 12-month-old infants
can establish the mapping between the rising intonational pattern (final H%) plus
gestures and its requestive meaning in an ambiguous context (Experiment 2).

5.1.1. Methodology

5.1.1.1. Participants
Forty Catalan-dominant 12-month-old infants will participate in two visual-world
paradigm experiments. Children will be recruited from public nurseries across
Catalonia, where the dialectal variety of Central Catalan is spoken and where the
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dominant language of the environment is Catalan. A consent form and a language
questionnaire based on Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés (2001) will be administered to the
children's parents before they participate in the experiment.

5.1.1.2. Materials
Children will participate in one of two visual-world paradigm experiments (between
subjects design). This type of methodology is chosen because measuring eyemovements can offer a number of advantages to developmental research. Since infants
do not only passively perceive the world, their eye-movements can reveal their
knowledge structure. This has been shown for example by McMurray & Aslin (2004)
who familiarised 6-month-old infants with two types of objects moving in different
paths behind an occluder. Their aim was to determine whether infants could anticipate
the path of an object. The infants indeed were able to make this prediction. Furthermore,
eye-movements recorded as an on-line measure can provide rich information about the
time course of cognitive processes. Furthermore, since we are planning to investigate
12-month-old infants, eye-fixation measures might give us a clearer picture than
counting on children's vocal and gestural reactions in an unfamiliar setting.

Both experiments will consist of four experimental trials (movies), in which the
following scene is displayed: An experimenter is seated in front of a table, facing the
infant. In the first phase, the demonstration phase, the experimenter puts a set of objects
on the folder (with a fixed order of object sets). In Experiment 1 in the first trial the
Experimenter attracts the infants’ attention, looks at all the objects and says: Hm!.
He/she then lifts the first object and said: This one I put here. This is repeated with two
more objects, placing them to other spots. At the end, only two balls are still lying on
the table (Figure 1). At this moment suddenly one of the balls starts to roll away and
falls to one side of the table (after the ball rolled away the experimenter cannot see
where it is), and the other ball at the same time changes its colour (Figure 2). The
experimenter then utters the sentence La pilota! (‘The ball!’) with two distinct
intonation contours on a within-subjects design: a L* H% nuclear configuration for the
question-condition and a L+H* L% configuration for the expressive-condition.
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Crucially, both the contextual information preceding the utterance, as well as the lexical
items and eye-gaze and gestural patterns used by the experimenter are the same across
conditions (controlled and neutral). After the infants' reaction, the experimenter
neutrally says Yes if the infants reacted. Then for the following three trials the procedure
is the same apart from shortening the demonstration phase to just one additional object
that the experimenter places at a different place. The location of the target item will be
changed in each trial (change between left side and right side). In total, there are two
trials containing the interrogative intonation contour and two containing the exclamative
intonation contour. It is expected that children will look longer to the falling object
when listening to the question intonation, interpreting the experimenter’s utterance as
asking for the location of the object, and that they will look longer to the changingcolour object when listening to the expressive intonation, interpreting it as an
exclamative sentence.

Figure 1. Displays the experimental set up, before (left) and after (right) the target utterance: La pilota!
(‘The ball!’).

For Experiment 2, the set up will be exactly the same but additionally, gestures will be
used. In the question condition, the experimenter will show the open hand palms
(indicating lack of knowledge) and in the expressive condition the experimenter will
open his/her eyes and mouth widely. It is expected that children also will look longer to
the changing colour object in the expressive condition.

5.1.1.3. Procedure
The procedure of the two experiments will be the following. Infants will be seated on
their caregiver's lap and attend to a movie on a screen while their eye fixations are
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controlled. First of all, prior to the experiment, the infants will complete a 5-point
calibration sequence (see e.g. Best, Robinson, & Sloutsky, 2013). The calibration points
consist of dynamic images appearing in different locations on the screen, with a 'bounce'
sound. After a successful calibration, the main movie will be presented to the infant.
The procedure of the movie is an adaptation of Liszkowski et al.'s procedure (2008),
which proved successful in their investigation of whether twelve-month-olds
communicate helpfully and appropriately for knowledgeable and ignorant partners.

5.1.1.4. Data coding
Gaze data will be exported from the computer using Tobii Studio gaze analysis software
in order to measure the infant's patterns of attention (eye gaze). We will define various
areas of fixation in order to determine the areas of interest. The infant's eye gaze
movements will be measured in terms of the temporal distance to the end of the target
utterance, or to the peak of specific target gestures or specific nuclear pitch
configurations (L* L%, L+H* H%).

5.2. Study 2
The second study aims at investigating (a) whether children can detect uncertainty more
easily through gestures or the lexicon (condition 1), and (b) whether children can detect
uncertainty more easily through gestures or prosody (condition 2) and (c) whether their
ability to detect uncertainty at a young age relates to the development of theory of mind
capacities.

5.2.1 Methodology
5.2.1.1. Participants
A hundred and two Central Catalan-speaking children participated in the experiment.
We investigated two different groups, younger children and older children (the total age
rage in months was between 36 and 71 months). There were 51 children in the first
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group and 51 in the second. All the participants were students at Catalan public schools
where the medium of instruction was Catalan. Furthermore, results from the language
exposure questionnaire (based on Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2001) administered to the
caregivers ensured that even the infants recruited in Catalunya, a linguistically mixed
region, were predominately spoken to in Catalan by their parents and or other caregivers
on a daily basis (percentage of overall exposure to Catalan: at least 60% up to 100%).

5.2.1.2. Materials
In order to obtain the materials for the comprehension task, a quiz show was
constructed. Fifteen Catalan-dominant adults were asked to answer 12 general
knowledge questions such as for example Quina és la capital d'Uruguay? ('What is the
capital of Uruguay?'). This methodology was adapted from Krahmer & Swerts (2005).
After answering the questions spontaneously, participants were asked to indicate their
degree of (un)certainty, also referred to as feeling of knowing (see Krahmer & Swerts,
2005). A total of 101 uncertain responses were obtained, contained varying degrees of
uncertainty as displayed in Figure 1.
Degree	
  of	
  
uncertainty	
  
1-‐2	
  
3-‐4	
  
5-‐6	
  

L*L%

9	
  (7.03%)	
  
18	
  (14.06%)	
  
20	
  (15.63%)	
  

L*H%	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  (0.78%)	
  
6	
  (4.69%)	
  
3	
  (2.34%)	
  

L+H*H%	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   L+H*L%	
  
4	
  (3.13%)	
  
9	
  (7.03%)	
  
9	
  (7.03%)	
  

0	
  
0	
  
2	
  (1.57%)	
  

Figure 2: number of nuclear intonation patterns of 101 utterances displayed by degree of uncertainty.

Figure 1 shows a summary of the main intonational cues which appeared in sentences
rated with varying degrees of uncertainty 1-6 (while 1 = highest degree of uncertainty,
6=lowest degree of uncertainty), for a total of 101 utterances. In general it can be seen
that uncertainty was expressed through various ways: The respondents either answered
through the use of distinct lexical cues such as maybe, it could be, I think, in most of the
cases using L*L% intonation contour signalling various degrees of uncertainty (in 18
cases). Only in two cases the respondents answered by using a L+H* H% intonation
contour with a degree of uncertainty of two and a L+H* L% with a feeling of knowing
of 5. Also very often (in 81 cases), the participants chose to express uncertainty
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through rising intonation combined with the marked gestural cues without any further
lexical cues, also with various degrees of uncertainty. Furthermore, very importantly, all
these items are accompanied by one or more of the following gestural cues: diverted
gaze, low/ high gaze, eyebrows raising and furrowing, funny face, squinted eyes. These
findings were taken into account when recording the stimuli for the comprehension task.
Comprehension task
This task is an adaptation of Armstrong et al.'s (2014) comprehension task. For the
comprehension task there were two epistemic marking conditions, with a between
subject design: an intonation condition, where the materials included a marked rising
intonation for the expression of uncertainty and a lexical condition, where the materials
included specific uncertainty/certainty adverbs such as 'maybe' or 'certainly', and. For
the two epistemic marking conditions mentioned above, the comprehension task
consisted of a Powerpoint presentation, explaining the following story. A group of twins
is travelling on a train. In order to make time pass quickly, their travel guide Barbara
plays a game with them. The game consists of asking a set of twins about her favourite
things. For example: What is my favourite vegetable? The next slide (Figure 3, left
panel) consists of Barbara thinking what her favourite vegetable is (tomato). The
following slide (Figure 3, right panel) then displays the twins (bottom left and right), the
travel guide Barbara and an empty bubble. There is always one twin who knows the
answer and the other one who is not so sure about the answer. At this point the child
would hear or watch in video (depending on the epistemic marking condition (betweensubject)) each of the twin's guesses and was asked to tell the experimenter which of the
twins was not certain about his or her answer.
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
Figure 3: Sample slide of the PPT presentation displaying the travel guide thinking of her favorite
vegetable (left panel) and then the second slide depicts the travel guide on top and on the bottom a set of
twins (right panel)
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A total of three experimental trials were included in the comprehension task, which
were shown in three separate modalities, depending on the between-subject condition:
audio-only (AO), visual-only (VO) and audiovisual (AV).	
  
	
  
	
  
Stimuli
The stimuli were first created in the AV version and then adapted to the AO and VO
conditions. Three adult Catalan speakers were videotaped while they were producing
two different types of answers (an uncertain answer and a certain answer) to a question
such as, What is my favorite animal?. Many sentences were produced and the final
selection of the stimuli for the comprehension experiment was based on the production
results from the quiz show outlined before. Three adult Catalan-speakers were video
recorded.
In epistemic marking condition 1 (Intonation), the target sentences did not contain
epistemic adverbs and consisted only of a target noun phrase (e.g., 'The tomato'), while
falling intonation was the same across stimuli (L* L%). The certainty stimuli (e.g., El
tomàquet ‘The tomato’) produced with L* L% intonation and certain facial gestures
(head nod). The uncertainty stimuli (e.g., El tomàquet? ‘The tomato’) produced with
L* H% intonation and uncertain facial gestures (squinted eyes, raised eyebrows) (see
figure 4, panel on the right).

Figure 4: Pitch track, spectrogram and waveform for the certainty and uncertainty utterance without any
marked lexical cues in the intonation condition

In epistemic marking condition 2 (Lexical), the target sentences did contain epistemic
adverbs and consisted of a target noun phrase. The certainty stimuli (e.g. Segur que el
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tomàquet ‘Certainly it is the tomato’) was produced with L* L% intonation and certain
facial gestures (head nod) and the uncertainty stimuli (e.g., Potser el tomàquet ‘Maybe
it is the tomato’) produced with L* L% intonation and uncertain facial gestures
(squinted eyes, raised eyebrows) (see Figure 5, panel on the right).

Figure 5: Pitch track, spectrogram and waveform for the certainty and uncertainty utterance with marked
lexical cues in the lexical condition

For the VO trials, the audio was removed from the original AV videos so that only the
visual information was present. For the AO trials, the audio was extracted and children
saw two similar neutral faces. Figure 6 shows typical facial gestures that were presented
for the VO and AV stimuli. The typical facial gestures that the children saw were
eyebrow furrowing and head tilting. In the AO only condition, children saw two
identical, neutral faces (as seen in figure 3, left panel).

Figure 6: Screenshots of facial expressions for certainty expression (left panel) and uncertainty expression
(right panel).

We controlled the stimuli by running our experiment with the online survey platform
SurveyGismo with 60 predominantly Catalan-speaking adults (30 adults per condition),
in order to check the reliability of the stimuli. The results were correctly classified into
certain and uncertain answers in a 100% of the cases.
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Cognitive control measures
a) False belief task. Children's theory of mind abilities were assessed with an adaptation
of the classical false belief task (Sally Ann) task (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985) using the
adaptation in Armstrong et al. (2014) (see http://blogs.umass.edu/armstrong/materials2/). The task consists of a short video containing two puppets, a girl (puppet 1) and a
lion (puppet 2). The girl puts a ball into a bucket and leaves for school. After that the
lion comes and takes the ball out of the bucket and moves it to the other one. The lion
laughs in a sneaky way and leaves. The girl then comes back from school.

Figure 7: Set of pictures of video representing the scenes of the ToM video.

b) Emotion-situation task. This task is based on Ruffman et al.'s emotion-situation task
(2002). First, the task consists of a familiarisation phase where children see the four
basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear) on cardboard cards (see figure 8). Then,
the test trials consist of 8 different pictures with two main characters, Sarah and Toni
(the faces were drawn without any expression), outlining different situations
representing the 4 basic emotions (see figure 9).

Figure 8. Set of four pictures representing the four basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, and fear)
used in the familiarization phase of the emotion detection task.

Figure 9. Set of four pictures (out of 8 in total), displaying different emotions used in the test phase of the
emotion detection task (happy, sad, sad/angry, scared)
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2.2.1.3 Procedure
The experimenter was a male Catalan-speaking adult (the third author of this paper).
The experimenter was seated with a child in a quiet room at the child's school1 (children
were examined individually one after the other). First, the child was administered the
comprehension task for either epistemic marking condition 1 (Intonation) or epistemic
marking condition 2 (Lexical). This was done in a between subject design, so that
children only saw one of the two experiments. Like the false-belief task, the
comprehension task was presented on a Laptop computer. At the beginning of the task,
each child received one familiarisation trial. As outlined above, the child was told that
there is a group of twins on a train and in order to make time pass more quickly, their
travel guide plays a game with them. The children have to guess her favourite things.
There is one twin that knows the answer well and the other one is not sure about the
answer: Hi ha un nen que ho sap i un altre que no ho sap del cert. The child had to
choose the twin character that is not sure and has to point to him/her. For example, the
travel guide asks the twins what is my favourite colour - Quin és el meu color preferit?.
Then, the experimenter shows the child a reaction from each twin, one on the left and
one on the right. For each test trial one twin produced a certain response and an
uncertain one. The experimenter then asked: Quin/a bessó/na no ho sap del cert, aquest
o aquest?(mentre assenyalar el nen de l'esquerra i de la dreta) Assenyala'l/la. 'Which
twin is not sure, this one or that one? (while pointing to the child on the left and on the
right). Please point to him or her. The answer was marked as correct if the child picked
the twin that was uncertain. Each participant received in total 9 test trials in two
counterbalanced orders, either first 3 audio-only (AO), 3 visual-only (VO) or 3 audiovisual (AV) or first VO, AO and then AV. In order to orient the child which trial type
will follow before each new set of trials, a filler slide was used which contained either a
photo of an ear (AO), an eye (VO) or a slide containing both, a photo of an ear and one
of an eye (AV).
After that, the children were given the cognitive control measures. The child was
instructed to watch a video presented on a laptop computer and to follow what the
characters said. After watching the video, the child was asked two questions: 1) On
buscarà la pilota, la nena? 'Where will the girl look for the ball?'; and the second
1
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question 2) On és la pilota, realment? 'Where is the ball really?' Responses to (1) were
regarded as correct when the child answered that the girl will look for the ball where she
left it. Responses to (2) were considered correct if the child said that the ball was in the
container where it was moved. After the child finished the false-belief task, he/she was
given the emotion-situation task. One by one, the experimenter showed the child
cardboard cards highlighting the four basic emotions: happy, sad, angry and scared.
After the familiarisation phase, the children were presented with the 8 different
situations, each containing different emotional states and always containing always at
least one of the main characters, Sarah and Toni (their faces are drawn without any
expression). After the experimenter explained the picture with a neutral facial
expression and no marked intonation, the child was asked: Com se sent la Sara (o el
Toni)? 'How does Sarah (or Toni feel)?'. The child was instructed to answer by pointing
to the face which represents the correct emotion. Each situation was annotated with 1 if
correct and with 0 if false.

5.2.2 Summary of results
All responses obtained (918 trials in total) in the comprehension task were analysed
through a Generalised Linear Model (GLM), using IBM SPSS Statistics 21, with
’performance’ as the dependent variable. The fixed factors were epistemic marking
condition (intonation, lexical), modality (AO, VO, AV), Age (1, 2), Sally Ann task (two
levels: pass vs. fail), emotion-situation task (two levels: pass vs. fail).
The GLM analysis revealed a main effect of age (F(1,269) =55,679 (p<0,018)), with
older children performing significantly better than younger children. Further, there was
a main effect of modality found (F(2,269) =17,200 (p<0,000)), indicating that when
children were presented with visual modalities (VO and AV), they performed
significantly better than when presented with the AO modality (age 1/ int./ VO-AO
(p<0.031); age 1/ int./ AV-AO (p<0.000); age 1/ lex./ VO-AO (p<0.000); age 1/lex./
AV-AO (p<0.000); age 2/ int. / VO-AO (p<0.000); age 2/ int./ AV-AO (p<0.009); age
2/lex./ VO-AO (p<0.009); age 2/ lex./ AV-AO (p<0.007). Thus, this means that the
participants perform generally better when they have access to gestural information than
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when they only have acoustic information. There was also a main effect of epistemic
marking condition (F(1, 269) =4,319 (p<0,039)), indicating that when children were
presented with the intonation condition they performed significantly better than when
they were presented with the lexical condition.

Figure 10: Percent correct by Modality, Epistemic markers, Age

Post-hoc analyses show a significant interaction between age and condition. While in
the intonation condition age is not significant (p=0.98), it plays a significant role in the
lexical condition. Older children perform significantly better in the lexical condition
than younger children (p< 0.001). This could reflect that while the younger children can
make beneficial use of intonational cues in epistemic marking condition 1 in the AO
and AV modalities, children in the younger group still struggle to understand the lexical
cues to uncertainty in epistemic marking condition 2. Yet in age group 2 children
perform similarly well in the audio modality in both epistemic marking conditions and
this probably demonstrates that they acquired the lexical cue and that it is used as a cue
to uncertainty by the older children. Also, given that children with the intonation
condition perform similarly in age group 1 and age group 2, these results could indicate
that children are in the same phase with regard to the acquisition of intonational cues to
uncertainty in both age groups. Furthermore, there is an interaction between age and
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emotion detection task. In age group 1, children who passed the emotion detection
task, performed significantly better than children who did not pass it. (p<0,016).
There is a significant interaction between modality, false belief task and emotion
detection task. For children that have not yet passed the false belief task and emotion
detection task, there is significant interaction between the VO and the AO modality
(p<0,048). While the VO modality helps children to perform significantly better, the
AV modality does not help them much, which could imply that children do not yet
properly integrate audio-visual cues at the younger age. This could explain why AV
modality is not statistically more significant than AO or VO (p=0,154). Furthermore, in
all the other cases, when children either fail one control task and succeed in the other
and when they succeed in both, AO & VO and AO & AV contrasts are always
significant. This could imply amongst other things, that for children to be able to
perform significantly better in the AV condition, i.e. to integrate the audio and the
visual cues, they need to have acquired at least some mind-reading ability. That would
also offer an explanation why the AV modality is statistically not better than the AO or
the VO condition.
Furthermore, there is a significant interaction between condition and age. The
interaction with age shows that in age group 1, intonation creates clearer information
than lexical cues and that therefore intonational cues are acquired before lexical cues to
uncertainty. Additionally, this could mean that the epistemic marking condition
containing intonation and gestures is a more congruent pair than the other epistemic
marking condition containing lexical cues and gestures and might be acquired before.
Moreover, there is a significant interaction found between the emotion detection task
and age group 1((F(1,269) =5,836 (p<0,016), however, there was no interaction found
between age group 2 and the emotion detection task (F(1,269) =1,320 (p=0,252).
Younger children perform significantly better when they have passed the emotion
detection task. Only when children do not pass the emotion detection task, age is
significant. This indicates that when children pass the emotion detection task, age does
not play a role and the younger age group performs equally well as the older age group.
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The results of this study suggest that the prosodic and gestural features of
communicative interactions act as a scaffolding mechanism for the understanding of the
intentions and epistemic stance of speakers. Children make great strides in their
comprehension of uncertainty between the ages of 3 and 5, i.e. children of the older
group perform significantly better than those of the younger age group. The Generalised
Linear Model analysis not only confirms the hypothesis that younger children might be
better at inferring uncertainty through the visual modality, but also asserts that older
children performed significantly better in both the VO and the AV modality as
compared to the AO modality. This suggests that the visual modality clearly helps
children to understand uncertainty. These results are comparable to Armstrong et al.
(2014), where also facial gesture clearly seems to scaffold children's performance in
detecting incredulity.
Next, the second hypothesis got confirmed since there is a relevant difference in the
performance between the two different epistemic marking conditions in age group 1.
Younger children perform significantly better in the AO modality, when they have
intonational cues as compared to lexical cues. Hence, while younger children still seem
to struggle with the lexical cues to uncertainty, intonational cues clearly seem to help
them access meaning. This difference then seems to be levelled out in the older age
group when they have acquired the lexical cue to uncertainty. It thus not only shows
that the visual modality seems to scaffold their ability to detect uncertainty but also they
seem to perform better when they have a salient prosodic cue at hand as compared to
lexical cues to uncertainty.
With regard to how explicit false-belief reasoning and the ability to detect emotions
might help children with the comprehension task, the results reveal that for children
who passed the emotion detection task, age was not a significant factor anymore for
their performance in the comprehension task. Thus, the younger children perform
equally well as the older children when they pass the task. However, when they pass the
false belief task but have not yet passed the emotion detection task, age still matters and
the older children perform better than the younger children. It appears that the ability to
detect false belief is acquired earlier than the ability to detect emotions and it seems that
the latter turns out to be an important factor for a better performance in the
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comprehension task. To conclude, this study highlights the relevance of including nonverbal aspects such as prosody and gesture to obtain a more comprehensive picture of
how young children develop an understanding of epistemic markers such as uncertainty.

	
  
5.3. Study 3
The third study aims at investigating young infant's ability to make inferences about
polite and less polite requests by focussing on whether young children are sensitive to
the social adequacy of using distinct prosodic cues (pitch and duration) and facial
gestural cues in low imposition requests (such as exhortatives).

5.3.1. Methodology
5.3.1.1. Participants
The subjects of this experiment are children between the age of 3 to 5-year old. A total
60 Catalan speaking children and 60 American English speaking children will be
recruited. A consent form and a language questionnaire based on Sebastián-Gallés &
Bosch will be administered to the children's parents before they participate in the
experiment. Children will be randomly assigned to one of the two between subject
conditions.

5.3.1.2. Materials and procedure

Each child will be tested individually during a 15- to 20-minute session in a quiet room.
During the experiment the child sits at a table in a child-sized chair with the
experimenter across the table. The first part of the experiment is an adaptation of
Grassmann & Tomasello (2010). After a few minutes of acclimatizing, the child is
handed out the warm-up task (play-time with the experimenters) followed then by the
experimental procedure. For all children the initial phase involves an experimenter and
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the child playing together. At the beginning of each trial the experimenter holds an
object to the child and says 'look here'. After that the E puts the object on the table in
front of the table / in front of the child. Then E said, 'let's play with the object.' Give me
the object.' The object will be changed after each trial.
This is the point where an adaptation of Nippold et al.'s (1982) politeness task enters the
picture. Their study investigated 3-, 5- and 7-year old children's use and understanding
of polite forms and the relationship these skills have in common with an ability to adopt
the perspective of another person. Their findings display that an emergence of the use
and understanding of politeness at age three seems to be related to an emerging ability
to take another person's perspective. Adopting their experimental set-up, two identical
frogs, Pips and Paps, enter the play scene, operated by the experimenter. The child is
told that the frogs are going to ask for the object the child played with. Sometimes Pips
talks nicer than Paps and sometimes Paps talks nicer than Pips. The child has to decide
which one of the two talks nicer and give the object to the nicer frog. The frogs will say
the following:
Lexical condition:
Look at that! (pointing to the new object)
Frog 1: Can you give it to me?/ Dona m'ho. (imperative impolite request)
Frog 2: Can you please give it to me?/ Dona m'ho si us plau. (exhortative polite request)

Intonational condition:
Look at that! (pointing to the new object)
Frog 1: Can you give it to me? / Dona m'ho. (imperative impolite request)
Frog 2: Can you give it to me?/ Dona m'ho. (exhortative polite request)

The prosodic, gestural and lexical characteristics of the requests will be assessed and
controlled for in the materials. In order to construct the materials we will draw on
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findings that we will obtain through testing adults production and perception of
politeness in a similar context.

6. WORKING SCHEDULE
January 2015

February 2015 to May 2015

•

Submission of the PhD. Project.

•

Oral presentation of the PhD. Project.

•

Writing of Study 2 & submitting it

•

Planning and preparing materials for Study 1

•

Data collection for Study 1 (between February
and July)

•

Helping in the organization of Tutorials on
Empirical Methods in Language Research

June 2015 to July 2015

•

Presenting results of study 2 at conferences:
Ø Workshop sobre entonació del català. June,
Barcelona (Spain)
Ø Wild 2015 (Workshop on infant language
development). June 10 -12, Stockholm
(Sweden)
Ø Phonetics and Phonology in Europe (PaPE),
June 29-30, Oxford (UK)
Ø International Pragmatics Conference
(IPRA), July 26-31, Antwerp (Belgium)

September 2015-November

•

/ December 2015

Research stay at Ohio State University with
Laura Wagner (collaborator on study 3)

•

Presenting results of Study 2 at the Boston
University Conference on Language
Development (BUCLD). November, Boston
(USA).
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January 2016 to April 2016

•

Writing of Study 1 (& submitting it)

May 2016 to July 2016

•

Presenting results of Study 1 at conferences:
Ø Workshop sobre entonació del català. June,
Barcelona (Spain)

•

Writing of Study 3

September 2016

•

Finishing writing of Study 3 & submitting it

October 2016 - December

•

Possible second research stay and collaboration

2017
January 2017 - May 2017

on a 4th study
•

Writing of study 4

•

Presenting results of study three at Congreso
Internacional de Fonética Experimental (CIFE),
January, Madrid (Spain)

June 2017 - July 2017

•

Presenting results of study 3 at conferences
Ø Workshop sobre entonació del català. June,
Barcelona (Spain)
Ø 13th International Congress for the Study of
Child Language (IASCL), July 2017, Lyon
(France).

September 2017- December

•

Writing up of the PhD dissertation

•

Dissertation defence

2017
January 2018

7. SELECTED REFERENCES

Matthews, D. (2014). Pragmatic Development in First Language Acquisition.
Amsterdam: John Benjamins.
This book gives a very comprehensive overview of research on developmental
pragmatics. Its aim is to contribute to a further understanding of how children become
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competent communicators no matter where they live. Each chapter outlines current
theories and key empirical findings. The pragmatic topics dealt with are very diverse in
nature. They range from pre-verbal skills to uncertainty understanding, the development
of politeness and also irony understanding and argumentative discourse. This first
collection on developmental pragmatics is innovative and inspirational and while it does
not yet provide a theoretically coherent account of pragmatic development, it raises
many questions for further research and thus serves as a crucial reference point for this
thesis.

Tomasello, M. et al. (2005). Understanding and sharing intentions: The origins of
cultural cognition. Behavioural and Brain Sciences, 28, 675 - 91.

In this article Tomasello et al. proposed that shared intentionality and the cognitive
infrastructure that supports it might be the essential feature which separates humans
from apes and makes us unique. Shared intentionality refers to the capacity and
enthusiasm to communicate with others in collaborative and co-operative activities that
have mutual goals and intentions. This article outlines how very young children come to
understand intentional actions and also how they participate in events which involve
shared intentionality. The authors proposed that children's knowledge of shared
intentionality grow progressively during the first 14 months of life and build the basis
for a social-cognitive foundation to children's language acquisition; these findings
contribute a crucial pillar to the theoretical framework used in this thesis.

Sakkalou, E., Gattis, M. (2012). Inferring intentions from prosody. Cognitive
Development, 27, 1-16.

Sakkalou and Gattis (2012) examined whether 14- and 18- month-old infants would
either imitate more intentional or accidental actions in cases where the prosody of the
word accompanying actions differed between the two actions (based on Carpenter et al.,
1998). The first experiment consisted on the one hand of intentional actions
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accompanied by the word 'there' with a high amplitude and long duration and on the
other hand the accidental actions were accompanied by the word 'Whoops!' with a low
amplitude and short duration. In a second experiment they used the same methodology
but without any lexical cues. The results in both experiments showed that infants
imitated the intentional actions more often than the accidental ones. Furthermore, there
was an age effect observable, in the second experiment the older infants performed
better than the younger ones. The results indicated that infants understand the pragmatic
value of prosodic cues at 14 months of age because they were able to link them to
intentionality at 14-months solely basing their imitative behaviour on the prosody that
accompanied the action. This study is of particular relevance for this thesis since it is
one of the few studies taking prosody into account when investigating infants
understanding of intentional communication.

Krahmer, E., Swerts, M. (2005). How children and adults produce and perceive
uncertainty in audiovisual speech. Language and Speech, 48(1), 29-53.

Emiel Krahmer and Marc Swerts' article highlights that there are some clear visual cues
for a speaker's uncertainty and that hearers are more capable of assessing an
interlocutor's feeling of uncertainty on the basis of the combination of auditory and
visual information than based solely on auditory information. The authors demonstrated
that visual expressions such as eyebrow movements and funny faces offer very reliable
cues to gauge a speaker's uncertainty. They investigated the production of utterances of
both adult and children (7- to 8-years old) and found that while children's production of
uncertainty is rather similar to that of adult speakers, the perception differed in that
children gave more accurate scores of adult speakers and overall children provided less
accurate scores. This study is central to the current thesis since it highlights the
importance of both the visual and prosodic aspects of uncertainty.
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Liszkowski, U., Carpenter, M. & Tomasello, M. (2008). Twelve-month-olds
communicate helpfully and appropriately for knowledgeable and ignorant
partners. Cognition, 108, 732 - 739.
In the current study Liszkowski et al. demonstrated that 12-month-old infants display an
understanding of others' knowledge and ignorance combined with a social motive to
assist other people by delivering the necessary information through pointing gestures.
Through two experiments they detected that infants point more often to an object the
adult does not know its location as compared to an object that the adult knows of the
location, in order to provide the adult with the required information. This study serves
as a relevant article for our first study since it provides evidence that children at 12
months show an understanding of the casual relationship between access to information
and a person's state of knowledge and this particular experimental set-up serves well for
our investigation purposes.
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